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Our Israeli N'kiyim Klan-O.I.N.K
Posted by Pidaini - 05 Jul 2013 18:00
_____________________________________

Yup, that is the name of our group here in Yerushalayim!!!

Why? it's a long story, but the truth is we don't really know what it stands for yet, so if anyone
has any ideas what the roshei teivos can be, please let us know. It can be just one also,
meaning either OINK or OYNK.

We, BH, got together for the second time last night. TZ, Avrom, Nitzotzeloki, Hashem's Soldier
(from the olden days, soon to be on the new forum), and I, (lizhensk missed it, but he's part of it
too).

It was surreal, just imagine a beautiful hill, full of grass, surrounded by trees, and in the
middle......a MUSHROOM TABLE!! (for anyone who doesn't know what that means you can ask
TZ)

We had a nice conversation, about a few things, but the most important one was what the
tachlis of the group was going to be, which path would we take.

We decided we'd let our larger group give us ideas and we'll discuss it next time we meet (which
is, btw, hopefully every thursday night) and decide upon something.

To summerize we are asking for two suggestions,

1) What the H-E-double-hockey-stick does O.I.N.K or O.Y.N.K stand for?

2) What should the point of the meetings be?
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Anyone else interested in joining is more then welcome to contact any of the above mentioned
(even though there are only 6 seats at the mushroom table, we'll figure it out)

Have a GREAT shabbos!!

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by gibbor120 - 05 Jul 2013 18:11
_____________________________________

Isn't it assur to raise pigs in Yerushalayim? 

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 05 Jul 2013 18:14
_____________________________________

Shouldn't this post be in the "animal noises" thread? 

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Pidaini - 05 Jul 2013 18:26
_____________________________________

We will discuss both of these most urgent he'aros at the next meeting, Bli Neder.

But, can I just, ummm, clarify that we are seriously looking for suggestions (on both matters).

Thanks

========================================================================
====
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Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by nitzotzeloki - 05 Jul 2013 18:30
_____________________________________

isnt it great how quickly people respond with helpful suggestions? 

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 05 Jul 2013 19:27
_____________________________________

Oy I Never Know! Oy You Never Know?

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by skeptical - 05 Jul 2013 19:52
_____________________________________

ZemirosShabbos

Oy I Never Know! Oy You Never Know?

I was thinking along the same lines!

Our Yetzer Needs (a) KLOP!!

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by mr. emunah - 05 Jul 2013 21:19
_____________________________________

overbearing itchy naughty kittens
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========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by gibbor120 - 05 Jul 2013 21:38
_____________________________________

Pidaini wrote:

But, can I just, ummm, clarify that we are seriously looking for suggestions (on both matters). 

Oh, You're Not Kidding? 

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by gibbor120 - 05 Jul 2013 21:39
_____________________________________

How about Oy, I/You Need Kaparah? 

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Pidaini - 07 Jul 2013 01:21
_____________________________________

Now things are starting to pick up!! 

About question number 2, what should the tachlis of the group be?

What would make it a growing experience, in which we work together, instead of just Chizzuk?

Thanks in advance
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========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Lizhensk - 07 Jul 2013 20:31
_____________________________________

so, on a serious note 

I think we should stand for either:

 "Our Yerushalayim Nkiyus Klub"
"Our Yerushalayim Nutty Klub"

Or for the Tziyonim 

 "Our Israeli Nkiyus Klub"
"Our Israeli Nutty Klub"

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by skeptical - 07 Jul 2013 20:46
_____________________________________

Just a curious question

Why OINK or OYNK?

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Pidaini - 07 Jul 2013 21:54
_____________________________________
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to make a long story short, someone in the group mentioned an organization that is opening up,
as he was saying the long name TZ piped up the Roshei Teivos sounds like OINK!! so even
though it didn't really work for that particular orginization, we decided that it should become our
own group name!

By the way, I think we can change the "k" for either a "c" or "q".

========================================================================
====

Re: O.I.N.K.-O.Y.N.K
Posted by Pidaini - 08 Jul 2013 00:08
_____________________________________

Oif Yiddish Nachas Keneinehara

Can the group members who had ideas for the tachlis of the group, please post them, maybe
the others will helpus build on those.

========================================================================
====
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